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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present simple analytical models for

energy (switching + short circuit) per transition and delay

for wide-NOR domino logic gates. These gates are used to

design register files (RFs) in high performance

microprocessors and priority encoders for content

addressable memory (CAMs). They contribute

significantly to the overall switching energy and read

delay, therefore require accurate modeling and optimized

designing. Our results for a 130nm bulk CMOS

technology indicate that the energy (delay) models track

SPICE simulations to within 4% (7%) for a large range of

load and delay conditions. The results show that, optimal

energy-delay operation is a function of the number of

pulldown paths. It is achieved when the wide-NOR gate

equivalent fan-out is between 2.3-2.7.
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Figure 1: Typical wide-NOR domino gate

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past 30 years there have been unprecedented

improvements in digital IC performance, resulting

primarily from aggressive CMOS technology scaling,

innovative architectures, and improved circuit design

techniques. One such circuit technique is the compound

domino logic (CDL) that uses alternate stages of n-MOS 

domino and complementary static CMOS logic gates [1].

This method enhances circuit performance while

maintaining acceptable robustness for deep submicron

(DSM) technologies. Figure 1 shows a CDL based wide-

NOR domino gate. Such gates are used as local and global

bitlines (LBL/GBL) in high-end RFs [2] and priority

encoders in CAMs [3]. These gates are characterized by 

high dynamic node capacitance and degraded evaluation

times. In fact, the wide-NOR domino gates contribute

significantly to the total read delay and switching energy

of a functional unit block (FUB). Simulation results

indicate that the fan-out achieving minimum energy-delay

product (EDP) for conventional domino gates (without

multiple parallel pulldowns) can be different from that of

wide-NOR domino gates. In this paper we investigate the

modeling and designing of energy-delay optimized wide-

NOR gates for high performance circuits.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the

simulation results for different transistor parameters. In

Section 3, the capacitance, delay and energy models are

described while in Section 4 the simulation and model-

predicted energy-delay results are presented. Section 5 

offers some conclusions.

2. TRANSISTOR PARAMETER EXTRACTION

In this section, we present transistor level simulation

results for the following transistor parameters: gate and

diffusion capacitance, as well as saturation current under

DC operating conditions. Figure 2 shows the normalized

plots for gate-drain capacitance (CGD), gate capacitance 

(CG), and saturation current (IDSAT) as functions of 

transistor width for a 130nm n-MOS transistor. As the

transistor width increases, saturation current and 

capacitances undergo an approximately linear increase.

This trend allows us to model the capacitances (CGD, CG)

and saturation current as indicated in Eqs. (1(a-c)): 

                          (1a) MN

N

IDSAT WKI

MN

N

GDGD WKC                           (1b) 
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N

GG WKC                             (1c) 

where , ,N N N

I GD GK K K are constants of proportionality and 

WMN refers to the transistor width. The absolute values of

these constants are technology dependent and calibration

is required for each new generation. For the technology 

used, these constants are as follows: N

IK = 67 A/ m,

= 0.84fF/ m and = 0.83fF/ m. The above 

approach can be adopted to characterize p-MOS transistor

parameters using different proportionality constants.
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Figure 2: Normalized transistor current and capacitance Figure 3: Wide-NOR dynamic node capacitance plots

3. WIDE DOMINO GATE ANALYSIS AND MODELS 

Wide-NOR domino gates may have several pulldown

paths enabled at a given time. However, the analysis 

presented below follows the operation of high-

performance MUX-es with only one pulldown path active

at a given time, as it corresponds to the worst-case

situation. The total dynamic node capacitance is

dominated by the gate-drain capacitance when pulldown 

transistors are upsized beyond a certain width. In addition,

increasing the width of the pulldown network only offers 

limited energy-delay improvements. Therefore, the overall 

capacitance increases more than proportionately than the

transistor drive capability. This is unlike the case of

conventional domino logic gates where the output load is

typically dominated by the gate capacitance and

significant energy-delay improvements can be achieved by

increasing the pulldown n-MOS transistor sizes.

Consequently, the fan-out which achieves minimum

energy-delay product (EDP) for conventional domino

designs can be different from that of wide-NOR gates. In

this paper we develop our models in the context of an 8-

wide 2-stack n-MOS pulldown domino gate (LBL circuit).

This does not result in any loss of generality, the same

methodology can be used for gates with different number

of parallel paths and/or single transistor stacks as in GBL

circuits.

3. 1. Dynamic Node Capacitance Model 

The dynamic gate energy and delay are directly related to

the total capacitance associated with the domino node. For

CDL, the wide-NOR domino gate output typically drives

static logic gates (such as 2-input NAND or NOR), which

make up the effective load capacitance (CL). In addition,

the parallel pulldown paths contribute to the total

capacitance through the CGD component and have a self-

loading effect. The wide-NOR domino node (dyn_node)

effective capacitance (CDYN) can be approximately

modeled as follows:

TOT TOT

DYN GD GC C C (2a)

1

1

i

i n
MNTOT MP MPK

GD GD GD GD

i

C CC C (2b)

_TOT kpr inv

G GC C LC (2c)

where the subscripts GD and G correspond to the gate-

drain and gate capacitance components, “n” represents the

total number of parallel paths, and the superscripts

correspond to the individual transistors according to 

Figure 1. It is now possible to combine Eqs. (1-2) to

obtain a simple expression for the total capacitance in 

terms of transistor widths as indicated in Eq. (3):
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where the superscripts (N, P) refer to n- and p-MOS

transistors respectively. In general, the precharge 

transistor (MP1) and inverter (kpr_inv) are significantly

smaller when compared to the n-MOS pulldown network

and can be represented by a constant lumped capacitive

load. Furthermore, in order to maintain iso-robustness, the

keeper bears a fixed relation (3% in this design) with the

effective pulldown transistor width. Therefore, we can 

simplify the above capacitance expression as:

LMN

N

GD

P

GDDYN CnWKKC 03.0           (4) 

where /

LC  is the lumped equivalent capacitance

representing the load (CL), precharge (MP1) and inverter

(kpr_inv) transistors. Figure 3 compares the dynamic node

capacitance obtained from SPICE simulations with the

model discussed above for two load conditions as a 

function of the pulldown transistor size. Results indicate

that our model tracks the total capacitance accurately to 

within 3% of SPICE. 
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3. 2. Wide-NOR Domino Energy Model

In this section, we model the total energy/transition for the

wide-NOR domino gate accounting for the switching,

short circuit and leakage currents. The switching

energy/transition, ESW, has three components: 1) enabled

pulldown n-MOS transistor, 2) domino node and 3) keeper

node A (as shown in Figure 1), and can be expressed as:

2 1MN INV MPK

SW TOT DD G DYN GD G DDE C V C C C C V2
(5)
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where CTOT represents the total switched capacitance.

Thus, using Eqs. 1(a-c) and Eq. (5), we can now represent

the switching energy as a function of transistor width.

For wide-NOR domino gates, the degraded fall-time

causes a short circuit current to flow through the p-MOS

keeper and the n-MOS pulldown transistors. Our results

indicate that the short circuit energy, can make up ~15%

of the total energy/transition. In this paper we model the

short circuit energy, ESC, according to [4, 5] as: 

Figure 4: Wide-NOR domino voltage and current transients

DD
SCSC

SC V
tI

E
2

(6)

where ISC is the peak short circuit current, and tSC is the

short circuit interval. Figure 4 shows the voltage and 

current waveforms for a representative data point during

the switching transient. We approximate ISC by the p-MOS

keeper saturation current and express it

as . Our simulations indicate that

t

MN

P

IMPK

P

I WnKWK 03.0

SC interval starts when the input signal (IN1) reaches VTHN

and ends when node A reaches VDD-|VTHP|. This allows us 

to model the short-circuit duration as follows: 

_ _

50% 50%

1.25
| |kpr inv IN kpr inv IN

SC r THN r DD THP

DD

t t t t V t V V
V

(7)

where ,_

50%

kpr invt 50%

INt are the 50% VDD crossover points of 

the inverter and input signals respectively, t ,_kpr inv

r

IN

rt are

the inverter and input signal rise times. It should be noted 

that, for a given design, when the pulldown transistors and 

p-MOS keepers are upsized to maintain iso-robustness, the 

inverter (kpr_inv) is scaled up as well. This ensures the 

inverter delay remains approximately constant, and results 

in a fixed tSC even for a wide range of load conditions and

transistor sizes.

We now consider the impact of leakage energy associated

with wide-NOR domino logic gates. At the start of the

evaluation phase, the total leakage current is determined

by the n-MOS transistor width and IOFF/ m of the (n-1)

deselected pulldown paths and is expressed as: 
C

on

off

MN

N

I

TOT

Leakage
I

I
WKnI

110

1             (8) 

where the worst case leakage at 1100C is considered and 

the kpr_inv leakage currents are neglected. Our transistor

level simulations for the 130nm-70nm technologies based 

on Berkeley Predictive Technology models [6] indicate 

that the worst case ION/IOFF ratio is in the range of ~104-

103. Hence, for our example of 8-wide domino gate, the 

worst-case combined leakage of the deselected 7 parallel 

paths is limited to within 0.07-0.7% of the ON-state 

current. However, in the case of wider domino logic gates, 

the leakage current contribution will have to be 

considered. Combining the above equations we can model

the total energy/transition as: 

2

int
2

TOTSC SC
TOT TOT DD DD Leakage DD

I t
E C V V I V t    (9) 

where tint is the integration interval and corresponds to the

switching interval, and all other symbols are as previously 

defined in Eqs. (5-8). 

3.3. Wide-NOR Domino Delay Model

In this section, we model the wide-NOR gate delay during

evaluation using the alpha-power MOSFET model. For 

most practical designs, the input signals to the n-MOS

pulldown network is timing critical and is driven by

upsized drivers. This results in sharp 0 VDD transition for 

IN1, while the domino node itself shows slow VDD 0

transition. Thus, the delay can be modeled using equations 

pertaining to the “fast” input case discussed in [4] and can 

be approximated as: 

11

2 1 2

INDD THN DYN DD
pHL r

DSAT

V V C V
t t

I
(10)

 where  is the velocity saturation coefficient, CDYN is the 

dynamic node capacitance derived in Eq. (4-5), IDSAT

MN

N

I WK is the pulldown transistor saturation current, 

and IN

rt is the input signal rise time. For our 130nm

technology, VDD/VTHN is 4 while the value of  equals 1.4. 

The procedure for parameter extraction is detailed in [4].
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4. ENERGY-DELAY COMPARISONS
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We now present the energy-delay results and compare the

HSPICE simulations with model predicted data for

different pulldowns sizes. Figure 5 shows the energy vs. 

delay plots of an 8-wide domino NOR gate for the 130nm

generation at two loading conditions. The p-MOS keeper

size is kept at 3% of the effective pulldown strength at all 

data points to maintain constant DC robustness. For a 

given design, the minimum energy-delay product is

achieved under the following condition:

pHLTOT

MN

pHL

MN

TOT
pHLTOT tE

W

t

W

E
tE  (11) 

Figure 5: Energy-delay plots for wide-NOR domino gate
By substituting the expressions for energy and delay and 

taking partial derivatives with respect to the pulldown

transistor size, we obtain the following expressions: 

DDSCDD

MN

TOT VtKVKKnK
W

E
4

2

321
    (12a)

2

5 MN

L

MN

pHL

WK

C

W

t
(12b)

where K1-K5 relates to the current and capacitance 

constants of proportionality. The pulldown transistor size 

for optimal EDP operation, W , can be obtained using 

Eqs. (11-12). For Eq. (13), K

opt

N

invkpr

G

_

1-K5 are replaced by the

corresponding proportionality constants, and the

assumption that C  is made for 

simplification:

L

TOT

GD CC

N

GD

N

G

IN

r

VV

V

K

Lopt

N

nKKt

C
W

N

PTHNDD

DD

N
I )1(][

1

1

2
12

(13)

where µP/µN is the p-MOS to n-MOS mobility ratio. 

Figure 5 indicates that the energy-delay models track the 

SPICE simulations over a wide range of energy (5x),

delay (3x) and load (4x) conditions. The error related to

energy has a range of 6% (RMS value of 4%) while the

corresponding number for the delay model is 5% (7%). 

The points P and Q indicate the optimal EDP operation 

region for the wide-NOR domino gates and relate to fan-

out of 2.3-2.7. Our simulations indicate that wide domino

gates are in suboptimal operation if they are designed with 

the optimal EDP fan-out of n=1domino gate. This can be

explained with the help of Eq. 13. It suggests that the 

optimal pulldown transistor size is inversely proportional 

to “n”. Using the above methodology, it is possible to 

design an energy-delay optimized wide-NOR domino gate 

with 10-20% reduction in EDP. 

It should be noted that the models discussed in this paper 

for capacitance, energy and delay while being simple are

approximate in nature. They do not incorporate the bias

dependence of switching capacitances, short circuit 

current though kpr_inv during evaluation, and stack effect 

when series transistor is present in the pulldown paths. In 

addition, the input and dynamic node signals are being 

approximated as linear ramps. These issues can be 

addressed in order to achieve better accuracy while 

making the overall models more complicated and remains

the topic of future research. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we discussed simple closed form analytical

models for propagation delay and energy for wide-NOR

domino gates. The models track simulation results to

within 7% for different loading and sizing conditions. In 

addition, the points of optimal energy-delay operation for 

wide-NOR domino gates were identified and shown to be

different from that of conventional domino gates. This is

expected to improve energy-delay optimization for 

designing DSM datapath circuits.
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